We consider estimating the Shannon entropy of a discrete distribution P from n i.i.d. samples. Recently, Jiao, Venkat, Han, and Weissman (JVHW), and Wu and Yang con structed approximation theoretic estimators that achieve the minimax L2 rates in estimating entropy. Their estimators are consistent given n » ,; s samples, where S is the support size, and it is the best possible sample complexity. In contrast, the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE), which is the empirical entropy, requires n » S samples. In the present paper we significantly refine the minimax results of existing work. To alleviate the pessimism of minimaxity, we adopt the adaptive estimation framework, and show that the JVHW estimator is an adaptive estimator, i.e., it achieves the minimax rates simultaneously over a nested sequence of subsets of distributions P, without knowing the support size S or which subset P lies in. We also characterize the maximum risk of the MLE over this nested sequence, and show, for every subset in the sequence, that the performance of the minimax rate-optimal estimator with n samples is essentially that of the MLE with n In n samples, thereby further substantiating the generality of "effective sample size enlargement" phenomenon discovered by Jiao, Venkat, Han, and Weissman. We provide a "pointwise" explanation of the sample size enlargement phenomenon, which states that for sufficiently small probabilities, the bias function of the JVHW estimator with n samples is nearly that of the MLE with n In n samples.
I. INTRODUC TION
Shannon entropy H(P). defined as s
Pi (1) is one of the most fundamental quantities of information theory and statistics, which emerg ed in Shannon's 1948 masterpiece [1] as the answer to foundational questions of compression and communication.
Consider the problem of estimating Shannon entropy H(P) from n i. i. d. samples. Classical theory is mainly concerned with the case where the number of samples n ---+ 00, while the alphabet size S is fixed. In that scenario, the maximum likeli hood estimator (MLE), H(Pn), which plug s in the empirical distribution into the definition of entropy, is asymptotically efficient [2, Thm. 8. 11, Lemma 8. 14] in the sense of the Hajek convolution theorem [3] and the Hajek-Le Cam local asymptotic minimax theorem [4] . It is therefore not surprising to encounter the following quote from the introduction of Wyner and Foster [5] who considered entropy estimation:
"The plug-in estimate is universal and optimal not only for finite alphabet LLd. sources but also for finite alphabet, finite memory sources. On the other hand, practically as well as theoretically, these problems are of little interest. "
In contrast, various modern data-analytic applications deal with datasets which do not fall into the reg ime of fixed alphabet and n ---+ 00. In fact, in many applications the alphabet size S is comparable to, or even larg er than the number of samples n. For example, about half of the words in the collected works of Shakespeare appeared only once [6] A. Existing literature
The problem of entropy estimation in the larg e alphabet reg ime (or non-asymptotic analysis) has been investig ated extensively in various disciplines, which we refer to [7] for a detailed review. One recent breakthroug h in this direction came from Valiant and Valiant [8] , who constructed the first explicit entropy estimator whose sample complexity is n ;::: ,; s samples, which they also proved to be necessary. It was also shown in [9] [10] that the MLE requires n ;::: S samples, implying that MLE is strictly sub-optimal in terms of sample complexity.
However, the aforementioned estimators have not been shown to achieve the minimax L2 rates. In lig ht of this, Jiao et al. [7] , and Wu and Yang in [11] independently developed schemes based on approximation theory, and obtained the minimax L2 converg ence rates for the entropy. Furthermore, Jiao et al. [7] proposed a general methodolog y for estimating functionals, and showed that for a wide class of functionals (including entropy, mutual information, and Renyi entropy), their methodolog y can construct minimax rate-optimal estima tors whose performance with n samples is essentially that of the MLE with n In n samples. They also obtained minimax L2 rates for estimating a larg e class of functionals. We emphasize the same effective sample size enlarg ement phenomenon also holds for the L 1 loss for the wide class of functionals investi gated by Jiao et al. [7] . On the practical side, Jiao et al. [12] showed that the minimax rate-optimal estimators introduced in [7] can lead to consistent and substantial performance boosts in various machine learning alg orithms.
Recall that the minimax risk of estimating functional F(P) is defined via infp supP EM s IEp (p-F(p)f, where Ms denotes all distributions with alphabet size S, and the infimum is taken with respect to all estimators P. Corresponding In� S (nlnn)2 + -n-(n� hfs) ( [7] , [11] ) s � + In" S n 2 n (n � S) [10] F",(P),O < Cl: :::; � s " (n � SI/"'/lnS,lnn:S InS) ( [7] ) S " (n � SI/"') [10] (n In n)2D n2 0 F",(P), � < Cl: < 1 S " S " � "0 (nlnn)2D + -n-(n � SI/"'/lnS) ( [7] ) S " + S " �-"0 n2O: n (n � SI/"') [10] F",(P) , 1 < Cl: < 1 (nlnn) 2 (", 1) (S � n In n) ( [7] ) n 2 (", 1) (S � n) [10] F",(P),Cl:�� n � 1 [10] n -1 TAB LE I: Comparison of the minimax L2 rates and the L2 rates of MLE in estimating H(P) and F",(P) £ 2:7 =1 p f .
Whenever there are two terms, the first term corresponds to squared bias, and the second term corresponds to variance. It is evident that one can obtain the minimax rates from the L2 rates of MLE via replacing n with n In n in the dominating (bias) terms.
functional FC) at the empirical distribution P n , is defined via sUPP EM s Ep (F(Pn) -F(p)f Table I in Jiao et al. [7] summaries the minimax L2 rates and the L2 rates of MLE in estimating H(P) and F",(P) £ 2:7 =1 p f . Whenever there are two terms, the first term corresponds to squared bias, and the second term corresponds to variance. It is evident that one can obtain the minimax rates from the L2 rates of MLE via replacing n with n In n in the dominating (bias) terms. We adopt the following notation: an :s b n means sUP n an/bn < 00, a n � b n means b n :s an, an ;:0:: b n means an :s b n and an � b n , or equivalently, there exists two universal constants c, C such that
n--+oo n n--+oo n B. Refined minimaxity: adaptive estimation
One concern the readers may have about results on minimax rates is that they are too pessimistic. Indeed, in the definition i nfI' sup P EM s Ep (P -F(P))
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, we have considered the worst case distribution P over all possible distributions supported on S elements, and it would be disappointing if the estimator in Jiao et al. [7] turned out to behave sub optimally when the true distribution is far from the worst case distribution. The primary approach to alleviate the pessimism of minimaxity in statistics is the construction of adaptive pro cedures, which gained particular prominence in nonparametric statistics [13] . The goal of adaptive inference is to construct a sing le procedure that achieves optimality simultaneously over a collection of parameter spaces. Informally, an adaptive procedure automatically adjusts to the unknown parameter, and acts as if it knows the parameter lies in a more restricted subset of the whole parameter space. A common way to evaluate such a procedure is to compare its maximum risk over each subset of the parameter space in the collection with the corresponding minimax risk. If they are nearly equal, then we say such a procedure is adaptive with respect to that collection of subsets of the parameter space.
The primary results of this paper are threefold. 2) Second, we show that the effective sample size en largement effect still holds in this adaptive estimation scenario. Table I demonstrates that in estimating vari ous functionals, the performance of the minimax rate optimal estimator with n samples is nearly that of the MLE with n In n samples, which the authors termed "effective sample size enlarg ement" in [7] . We compute the maximum risk of the MLE over each Ms(H), and show that for every H, the maximum risk of the JVHW estimator with n samples over Ms(H) is still nearly that of the MLE with n In n samples.
3) Third, we provide a pointwise explanation of the effec tive sample size enlarg ement phenomenon [14] . Con 
for p :::; en �n n· It is gratifying to discover the ex act pointwise n =? n In n enlarg ement phenomenon underlying our minimax results, which also indicates the JVHW estimator is adaptive with respect to much more general classes of parameter sets rather than mere Ms(H).
These facts sug g est that the estimator in Jiao et al. [7] is near optimal in a very strong sense. We refer the readers to [7] for a detailed discussion on methodolog y behind their estimator, literature survey, and experimental results.
This paper is org anized as follows. In Section IT, we introduce our mathematical framework and recall the approxi mation theoretic estimator in [7] . In Section Ill, we investig ate the MLE and the minimax estimator in the adaptive estimation framework, and state the main results. The appendix outlines the proof of the pointwise effective sample size enlarg ement results, and we refer the readers to the journal version [14] for complete proofs of all the results in this paper. All log arithms in this paper are assumed to be in natural base.
MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK AND ES TIMATOR CONSTRUCTION
Before we discuss the main results, we would like to recall the construction of the entropy estimator in [7] . The approach is to tackle the estimation problem separately for the cases of "small P" and "larg e P" in H(P) estimation, corresponding to treating reg ions where the functional is "nonsmooth" and "smooth" in different ways. Specifically, after we obtain the empirical distribution Pn, for each coordinate Pn(i), if Pn(i) « In n/n, we (i) compute the best polynomial approx imation for -Pi Inpi in the reg ime 0 ::; Pi « In n/n, (ii) use the unbiased estimators for integ er powers pf to estimate the corresponding terms in the polynomial approximation for -Pi lnpi up to order Kn rv In n, and (iii) use that polynomial as an estimate for -Pi In Pi . If Pn(i) » In n/n, we use the estimator -Pn(i) InPn(i) + 2 � to estimate -Pi lnpi . Then, we add the estimators corresponding to each coordinate.
To simplify the analysis of this estimator, we uti lize the Poisson sampling model rather than the Multi nomial model, i. e. , instead of setting (Z l ' Z 2 ,' " ,Zs) rv Multi(n;P l ,' " ,ps), we first draw a random variable N rv Poi(n), and then obtain N samples from the distribution P. Moreover, for simplicity of analysis, we conduct the clas sical "splitting " operation [15] on the Poisson random vector Z, and obtain two independent identically distributed random vectors X = [X l , X 2 , ... , Xs]y, Y = [Y l , Y 2 , ... , Ys]Y, such that each component Xi in X has distribution Poi(np;/2), and all coordinates in X are independent. For each coordinate i, the splitting process generates a random variable Ti such that Til Z rv 8(Zi' 1/2) , and assig n Xi = Ti, Yi = Zi -Ti. All the random variables {Ti : 1 ::; i ::; S} are conditionally independent given our observation Z. We also note that for random variable X such that nX rv Poi(np), k-l lE IT (X -;) = p k , r=O (5) for any k E N + . For simplicity, we re-define n/2 as n, and denote A Xi A Yi C l In n � Pi 1 = -,Pi 2 = -,� = --,K = C 2 lnn,t = -, (6) , n ' n n 4 where C l , C 2 are positive parameters to be specified later. Note that �,K, t are functions of n, where we omit the subscript n for brevity.
The estimator fI in Jiao et al. [7] is constructed as follows. s fI £ L [LH( P i ,1 ) :n. ( P i , 2 ::; 2�) + UH( P i ,1 ) :n. ( P i , 2 > 2�)] , where i=l K k-l (7) SK , H(X) £ L9 k ,H (4�) -k + l IT (x -;) (8) k=l r=O LH(x) £ min{SK , H(x), I} (9) UH(x) £ In (x) (-x Inx + 2 � ) .
(10)
We explain each equation in detail as follows.
1) Equation (7): Note that Pi,l and P i , 2 are i. i. d. random variables such that np i,l rv Poi(npi) ' We use P i , 2 to determine whether we are operating in the "non smooth" reg ime or not. If P i , 2 ::; 2� , we declare we are in the "non smooth" reg ime, and plug in Pi,l into function LHO. If P i , 2 > 2�, we declare we are in the "smooth" reg ime, and plug in Pi,l into UH( · ).
2) Equation (8) where poly K denotes the set of alg ebraic polynomials up to order K. Note that in general g k , ex depends on K, which we do not make explicit for brevity.
Then we define {g k , H h::; k ::;K as g k , H = Tk,H, 2::; k ::; K,g l,H = Tl,H -In(4�). (1 2) It can be shown that for nX rv Poi(np), K IESK,H(X) = L9 k , H(4�) -k + l p k (13) k=l is a near-best polynomial approximation for -P In P on [0, 4�]. Thus, we can understand SK , H(X), nX rv Poi(np) as a random variable whose expectation is nearly I the best approximation of function -x In x over [0,4�].
3) Equation (9):
Any reasonable estimator for -P In P should not exceed the value one. We cutoff S K , H(X) by upper bound 1, and define the function LH(x), which means "lower part".
4) Equation (10):
The function U H (x) (means "upper part") is nothing but a product of an interpolation function In (x) and the bias corrected MLE. The interpolation function In (x) takes value 0 when x ::; t, and value 1 when x 2: 2t.
I Note that we have removed the constant term from the best polynomial approximation. It is to ensure that we assign zero to symbols we do not see.
Ill. MAIN RESULTS
Since SUP PEMs H(P) = InS, we assume throug hout this paper that ° < H ::; In S. Denote by Ms(H) the set of all discrete probability distributions P with support size Isupp(P) 1 = S and entropy H(P) ::; H. We say an estimator H == H(Z) is within accuracy E > 0, if and only if I nS n H I nS n (16) Note that the only assumption in Theorem 1 is that the upper bound H should be no smaller than a constant, which is a reasonable assumption to avoid the subtle case where the naive zero estimator H == ° has a satisfactory performance.
The minimum sample complexity of the plug -in approach can be immediately obtained from Theorem 1. 
Recall that it requires n ;::, (�) samples for the MLE to achieve accuracy E when there is no constraint on the entropy [7] . Hence, when the upper bound on the entropy is loose, i. e. , H ;:0:: In S, the minimum sample complexity in the bounded entropy case is exactly the same, i. e. , we cannot essentially improve the estimation performance. On the other hand, when the upper bound is tig ht, i. e. , H « In S, the required sample complexity enjoyed a sig nificant reduction.
Is the plug -in estimator H(Pn) optimal in the minimax sense? It has been shown in [7] , [8] [7] is within
For the minimum sample complexity, we still disting uish H into two cases. Firstly, when H ;:0:: In S, the required sample complexity is n ;:0:: e I � s ' which recovers the minimax results with no constraint on entropy in [7] . Secondly, when H « In S, there is a sig nificant improvement.
Moreover, it has been shown that a hard-thresholding es timator Ps is an adaptive and near-minimax estimator of the discrete distribution P given H(P) ::; H under R I loss [16] . The next theorem shows that the plug -in estimator H(Ps) is also far from optimal: 
IV. FUTURE WORK
This paper studies the adaptive estimation framework to streng then the optimality properties of the approximation theoretic entropy estimator proposed in Jiao et al. [7] . We remark that the techniques in this paper are by no means constrained to entropy, and we believe analog ous results are also true for the estimators of Fa. (P) = 2:: ;= 1 pi in [7] .
Furthermore, we find the pointwise effective sample size enlarg ement phenomenon very intrig uing , and we believe there is a larg er picture surrounding this theme to be explored. The authors would like to express their most sincere grati tude to Dany Leviatan for valuable advice on the literature of (19) approximation theory, in particular, for sug g esting one of the key steps in the proof of Lemma 3.
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ApP ENDIX A OUTLINES OF PROOFS OF THE POlNTWISE EFFEC TIVE SAMP LE SIZE ENLARGEMENT RESULTS
A. Analysis of the MLE Lemma 1. Given n 2: 2. where fl k j (x) is the order-k forward difference of j ( . ) at x with step size h = I/n:
Since j(3 ) (-) 2: 0, the mean value theorem for the forward difference shows that fl3 j (-) 2: 0, and B� 3 ) (f, x) 2: 0 by (28). Hence B � 2 ) (f, x) is monotonically non-decreasing with respect to x E [0,1], which yields that for 0 ::; x ::; I/n, -2In2 · (n -1 ) = B� 2 )(f,0)::; B� 2 )(f,X)::; B� 2 ) ( j , � )
::; n(n-l) . fl 2 j(0) ( 1 -� ) n -2 < _ _ 2 _I n _2 _( n_ -_ l_ ) e (31)
The proof is completed by applying (30) and the Taylor's formula 
